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1. Introduction. In these Transactions the author [1944; 85 ](2) showed

that any solution u(x, t) of the heat equation

d2u     du
(1.1) -= —

dx2      dt

which is non-negative for positive time and zero initially, w(x, 0+)=0, is

identically zero. It was also proved that any solution non-negative for i>0

must have the form

u(x, t) = (4x¿)-1/2 f   e-<*-»>2/4<da(y),
•J —00

where a(y) is nondecreasing. Later P. Hartman and A. Wintner [1950; 367]

obtained analogous results for temperatures of a finite rod (a<x<b). It is

the purpose of the present paper to investigate the corresponding questions

for the half-infinite rod (0<x< °°).

There are two classical problems for the semi-infinite rod which may be

phrased as follows:

A. Determine the subsequent temperatures of the rod if it is initially at tem-

perature f(x) and if the finite end is held at temperature 0; u(x, 0) =/(x), u(0, t)
= 0.

B. Determine the subsequent temperatures if it is initially at temperature 0

and if the finite end is maintained at a variable temperature (p(t); u(x, 0) =0,

u(0,t)=<p(t).^

Under suitable conditions on the boundary functions the solutions are

known to be (compare H. S. Carslaw and J. C. Jaeger [1948; 40-44]):

/>  00

[e-(x-v)2tu - e-^rflu]f(y)dy.
o

B.        u(x, t) = (4t)-1'** f   (t- y)-^2e-x2li<-t-^4,(y)dy.
J o
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Both these integral transforms carry positive functions into positive functions

in the region of the variables under discussion. It is natural to inquire whether

the totality of all positive temperature functions can be obtained in this

way. The answer is essentially affirmative. One has only to replace the above

transforms of positive functions by Stieltjes integral transforms of increasing

functions. The two principal results of the paper follow:

1. Any solution of (1.1) which is ^Ofor x>0, t>0 and which is zero on the

x- and t-axes is identically zero.

II. Any solution of (1.1) which is ^0 for x>0, i>0 must equal

/l  00 [e-ix-v)1!*' - e-(*+rfiu]daiy)

o

+ (45r)-1'2x f   it - y)-"*e-^i^t-^dßiy),
Jo

where a(y) and ß(y) are nondecreasing.

In connection with the first result one must make precise what is meant

by the vanishing of a function on the axes, as the example

(1.2) u(x, t) = xr3/v-*2/4t

shows. It is positive in the quadrant in question and w(x, 0+) =u(0 + , t) =0

for all positive x and t; yet it is not identically zero. Our interpretation of the

boundary condition is that u(x, ¿)—>0 as (x, f)—> a boundary point in the two-

dimensional way. The above function fails to approach zero as (x, t)—>(0, 0).

2. Tychonoff's theorem. We shall need a uniqueness theorem of A.

Tychonoff [1935; 199]. A proof of this result was given by the author

[1944; 88], but for the reader's convenience a statement of the theorem will be

given here.

We say that w(x, /) belongs to class H, u(x, t)ÇzH, in a domain if it is of

class C2 and satisfies the heat equation

d2u     du
2.1) -= —

dx2      dt

there; m(x, t)Ç:H in any region (which may be closed) if that region can be

enclosed in a domain where u(x, ¿)£iï.

We now state the Tychonoff result in two parts.

Theorem A. If
1. u(x, t) £ H,a < x <b,0 < t g c,

2. lim inf u(x, t) ^ 0 as (x, t)—>(x0, to) when x0 = a or b, 0^t0^c; or i0 = 0

a^Xo^b,

then

u(x, 0^0, a<x<b,0<t¿.c.
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Theorem B. //

1. u(x, t) £ H in the strip 0 < I ^ c,
2. lim inf u(x, t) = 0 as (x, t) —» (x0, 0 +), — °° < Xo < °°,

3. fix) = Max0<¡ác | w(x, t) |,

4. /(x) =0(e°l2), x—>+ oo, /or some constant a,

then uix, t)=0 throughout the strip 0<t^c.

We conclude this section with the following notation for the "source solu-

tion" of the heat equation (2.1) :

kix, t) = (47rí)-1/2e-*2/4í, - oo < x < oo,0</< oo.

3. A uniqueness theorem for a half-strip. We begin by a modification of

Theorem B that will apply to half the strip (x>0) employed therein.

Theorem 1. If
1. uix, t)GH, 0<x<oo, 0</gc,

2. lim m(x, t) =0 as (x, /)—>(x0, 0 + ), 0^xo< °°,

3. lim «(*, 0=0 as (x, i)~*(0 + , /„), 0^i0^c,

4. fix) is defined as in Theorem B,

5. /(x) =0(eox2), x—►+ » ,/or some constant a,

then uix, t) =0 for 0<x<oo,0</^c.

We emphasize that in Hypotheses 2 and 3 the approach is two-dimensional

(rather than along a normal to the boundary). Consider, for example, the

function (1.2) which satisfies 1, 4, 5, and for which m(0 + , t)=0, 0<t^c,

uix, 0+)=0, 0<x< oo. But this function has no two-dimensional limit as

(x, o-Ko, o).
To prove the theorem set, for R>0,

URix,t) = fiR)kix- R,t).

Then

| w(2e, 0 | g (4xc)1/2i/Ä(Jfc, t), 0 < / :g c.

Hence on the segment x — R, 0<t¿=c we have

(3.1) (4xc)1'2i/Ä(x, 0 ± uix, t) = 0.

Also

lim inf [(4tc)1/2c/r(x, t) ± uix, t)] =■ lim ± «(*, t) = 0

as (x, t) —>(xo, 0+), Ogxo^i?, by Hypothesis 2. The same inequality holds as

(x, /)—>(0 + , to), O^to^c, by Hypothesis 3. In fact, we could replace "lim inf"

by "lim" except at the one point (i?, 0). We are now in a position to apply

Theorem A to the two functions (3.1) and conclude that

| uix, I) |  è (47rc)1'2£/Ä(x, t)
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throughout the rectangle 0<x<i?, 0<t^c. Now keep (x, t) fixed in that

rectangle and let R—» oc. By Hypothesis 5

UR(x, t) = 0(«"*V-*,'«')I ic-^ oo.

Hence u(x, t)=0 if 0<<<l/(4a). If cgl/(4a), the proof is complete. Other-

wise, repeat the above argument with m(x, í) replaced by u(x, / + (4a)-1),

and so forth.

4. Properties of certain integral transforms. Let us introduce a condition

upon a function <b(y) sufficient to guarantee that the integral transform

[*(*- y,t) - k(x+ y,t)]4>(y)dy
o

shall define a function F(x, t) which belongs to H.

Theorem 2. //

1. /¿"e-""21(p(y) | dy < oo for some a>0,

2. F(x, t) is defined by the integral (4.1),

then F(x, t) £ü" i*0<i<«>,0<K l/(4o).

For,

/i oo r, 0

k(x - y, t)d>(y)dy -  \    k(x - y, t)d>(-y)dy.
0 J -oo

Each of these integrals is a special case of one treated in Theorem 1 of the

author's paper [1944; 88], so that the conclusion is immediate.

Theorem 3. // in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2, <p(Q+), <p(x0 + )

and <p(xo~) exist, x0>0, then

A. lim sup   F(x, t)\ ^Max (|0(xo+)|, \<p(x0 — )\) as (x, /)—>(xo, 0 + ),

B. lim sup   Fix, t)\ g 10(0+)| as (x, /)->(0 + , 0 + ),
C. lim F(x, t) =<p(x0+) when <j>(x0+) =<p(x0 — ), as (x, t)—>(x0, 0+),

D. lim F(x, i)=0 as (x, r)-»(0 + , to), 0<i0<l/(4a).

Conclusions A, B, C follow by an application of the author's Theorem 2,

[1944; 89], taking account of equation (4.2). Conclusion D results from the

fact that both integrals (4.2) are defined and continuous on the i-axis, 0</

<l/(4a), and have equal values there.

Let us next consider the effect on the function (4.1) if <f>(y) vanishes in a

neighborhood of infinity. We shall need to know that this function tends to

zero as x—>+ oo.

Theorem 4. //

1. FAix, t)=Sè[k(x-y, t)-kix+y, t)]<p(y)dy,

2- g(x) = Maxo¿í¿c \Fa(x, t)\ for some c>0.

then
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g(x) = 0(1/x), X-> ».

For, if x>^4, then

I Fa(x, 0|áf   *(* - A, t) I 4>(y) | dy.
J o

Using the definition of k(x, t) and the trivial inequality

xe~x  < 1, 0 ^ x < »,

we obtain

| FA(x, t) I =- I <b(y) | dy.
x — A   Jo

The right-hand side is independent of t, so that the conclusion of the theorem

is immediate.

5. A convergence theorem. We shall now show that if cpiy) is replaced

by uiy, ô), 0<5<c, in the integral (4.1), then that integral converges pro-

vided only that m(x, t)(E.H, w(x, 0=0 in 0<x< oo, 0<t<c. We prove also

that its value is not greater than w(x, t + b). In fact we shall show later that

it is the equality and not the inequality that holds when «(0, 0 =0.

Theorem 5. If
1. uix, t)EH, 0<x<oo, 0<t<c,

2. u(x, 0^0, 0<x<oo, 0<t<c,

then for 0<5<c, 0<x< oo, 0</<c-5,

/I oo
[k(x - y, I) - k(x + y, t)]u(y, b)dy g u(x, t + 5).

o

Set

(5.2) FA(x, t) =  f   [k(x - y,t) - k(x + y, t)]u(y, S)dv,
J o

and consider the function

v(x, t) = u(x, t + b) - FA(x, I).

By Theorem 2, v(x, t)EH in 0<t<c — 8, 0<x<=o. By Conclusion C of

Theorem 3, v(x, 0—>0 as (x, t)—>(x0, 0+), 0<x0<^4. By B of Theorem 3, we

have as (x, O-K0 + , 0+)

lim inf v(x, I) ^ u(0, Ô) - u(0, 5) = 0.

By virtue of the positiveness of u(x, t)

v(x, 0 = - FA(x, I),
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so that

lim inf !)(x, 0=0

as (x, 0 approaches a point on the /-axis or as (x, i) approaches a point

(xo, 0+), x0>A.

Now to produce a contradiction make the fallacious assumption that

w(xo, to) = —KO at some point 0<xo< », 0</0<c — I, By Theorem 4 we

may choose R so large (and >x0) that »(2?, /) = —//2, 0<t<c — 8. Apply

Theorem A to the function i>(x, t) + (l/2) on the rectangle 0<x<i?, 0<i<c

— 5. We conclude that w(x, 0 + ('/2)=0 inside that rectangle, and this gives

a contradiction at (x0, to). Hence z>(x, 0 =0 and

FAix, i) ^ uix, t + h), 0<x<»,0<i<c-5.

Let A—>». Since the integrand (5.2) is ^0, the integral (5.1) converges, and

the proof is complete.

6. A uniqueness theorem for positive functions. The theorem to be proved

states in effect that if the temperature of a semi-infinite rod is never negative,

is initially zero, and if the finite end of the bar is held at 0°, then the tempera-

ture remains at 0°. Although this appears physically self-evident, it should

be considered in the light of such functions as (1.2).

Theorem 6. If
1. m(x, t)EH, 0<x<», 0<t^c,

2. uix, 0=0, 0<x<», 0<t^c,

3. lim uix, t) =0 as (x, t)—>i0 + , t0), 0^t0^c,

4. lim uix, t) =0 as (x, t)—>(x0, 0+), 0^x0< »,

then uix, t) =0 for 0<t^c, 0<x< ».

Note that the function (1.2) does not satisfy conditions 3 or 4 because of

its discontinuity at the origin.

If we set

wix, t) =   I     uix, y)dy,
J o

we see that w(x, 0 satisfies all the hypotheses of the theorem, but, by virtue

of 2, is in addition nondecreasing in / and convex in x. If w(x, 0 is identically

zero so too is w(x, 0 so that there is no loss in generality by assuming these

additional properties in w(x, 0- Then the function/(x) of Theorem 1 has the

value

fix) =   Max w(x, 0 = «(*. à), 0 < 5 < c.
o<tss

Now observe that the function

(6.1) hiy) = kil - y, to) - kil + y, to)
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is a nonincreasing function of y when y is large since its derivative is negative

when

e-(i-„)s/4<o(1 - y) + e-d+¡í)2/4io(i _j_ y) < o,

or when

y- 1g—ylia < - .

y+ I

This inequality is clearly satisfied for large y.

Now by Theorem 5 we have for any x > 0

/,

3x

hiy)fiy)dy = «(1, t0 + 8).

By the convexity of f(y) and the decreasing character of h{y) we have for

large x

h(3x)  f    f(y)dy = «(1, ¿„ + 6),
"    X

2xf(2x) = j Zf(y)dy.

Hence for large x

«(1, ¿o + 8)
(6.2) 0 = /(2x) <

2xh(3x)

From the explicit form of h(y) it is evident that l/h(y) = 0(e°1'2), y—»+»,

where a>l/(4/0). From (6.2) it follows that

/(*) = 0(ea^),    * x^+»,

where a is any number greater than 9/(16¿o)- We can consequently apply

Theorem 1 and conclude that u(x, t) is identically zero as desired.

We can now show that it is the equality that holds in (5.1) when w(x, 0

vanishes on the ¿-axis.

Corollary 6. // in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 5 we have

3. lim u(x, t) =0 as (x, t)^(0 +, h) ,0 <t0<c, then for 0 <x < »,0<i<c-5,

(6.3) I     [k(x - y, t) - k(x + y, t)]u(y, 8) dy = u(x, I + 8).
J o

For, consider the function v(x, t) which is u(x, t + 8) minus the integral

(6 3). By Theorem 5, v(x, t) =0 in 0<x< », 0<<<c-5. Moreover, v(x, t)-*0

as (x, 0—K0 + , to), 0^t0<c—8, by hypothesis 3, and also as (x, 0~K^o, 0+),
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0 = Xo< », by B and C of Theorem 3. Hence by Theorem 6, i>(x, t) is identi-

cally zero as desired.

In considering temperatures of the doubly infinite rod (— »<x<»)we

showed that non-negative temperature functions m(x, 0 must vanish identi-

cally if only uix, 0+) = 0 for all x. That is, boundary conditions could be used

where the approach to the boundary (the x-axis) was along the normal. No

corresponding result is true here, as the function (1.2) shows.

7. Representation of positive temperature functions vanishing on the

/-axis. In this section we obtain the first of our integral representations. The

conditions for representation will be seen to be both necessary and sufficient,

so that the whole of the class of functions described, and no others, will be

represented.

We need a simple preliminary result concerning Stieltjes integrals.

Lemma 7. //
1- fix), g(x)EC and fix), g(x)>0, 0<xgl,
2. /(x)~ax, g(x)~&x, b¿¿0, x—>0 + ,

3. /3(x)£î, 0 = x^l,

C1 dßiy)
4. «(*) = -        ~^-, 0<xgl,

Jx   giy)

then

A.     fl^-dßix)=^-[ßiO+)-ßiO)]+  C f(x)da(x),
Jo   g(x) b J o+

B.     I     xda(x)< ».
J o+

By the notation of Condition 3 we mean that ß(x) is nondecreasing in the

closed interval and hence bounded above by ß(l), below by ß(0). In the inte-

gral on the left of Conclusion A we understand that f(x)/g(x) has been de-

fined as a/b at x = 0 so that the quotient is continuous in 0^x=l. For an

arbitrary positive e less than 1 we have

/' ' /(*) C ' /(*) C x~- dß(x) =        ilf dßix) +        fix)da(x).
o   g(x) Jo   g(x) J(

Allowing e to approach 0 + , we obtain Conclusion A, thus guaranteeing the

convergence of the integral on the right of A. [Note that a(x) may —>— » as

x—>0 + .] Also

/» i (* ̂     x C *      xxda(x) = —- dßix) = —- dßix) <  » .
J,   gix) J0+   g(x)
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The last integral certainly converges since x/g(x)—>l/¿> as x—>0 + . Allowing

€ to approach 0+ we obtain Conclusion B.

Theorem 7. The conditions

1. uix, t)EH, ^0, 0<x<», 0<t<c,

2. lim u[x, 0=0 os (x, 0-K0 + , to), 0<to<c,

are necessary and sufficient that

/t  00 [k(x - y,t) - kix + y, t)\daiy),
o+

where ps^O, a(y) £ Î in 0 <y < » , the integral converges in 0 <x< », 0 <t <c,

and

(7.2) |    ydaiy) < ».
J 0+

We prove first the necessity of the conditions, assuming the representation

(7.1). Since the constant p and the kernel of the transform (7.1) are =0,

0<x, 0</, the positiveness of u(x, 0 is evident. That m(x, t)E_H will follow

from the author's Theorem 6 [1944; 92] after the integral (7.1) is written as

the difference of two others as in equation (4.2), provided the separate

integrals converge. But if the integral (7.1) converges for t = ta<c, then

/I   00

k(x - y, h)da(y)
o+

will converge for 0 <h <to by virtue of the inequality

k(x — y, h) < k(x — y, to) — k(x + y, to).

That this holds for large y may be seen by dividing the right side by the left

and letting y—>». Hence the separate integrals converge for 0<Z<c, 0<x

< » , and the necessity of Condition 1 is established. Clearly u(x, t) is defined

and continuous on the /-axis, 0<Z, and has the value zero there, so that

Condition 2 is also proved.

For the sufficiency of the conditions use the function (6.1) to define

ßt(x) =   I     h(y)u(y, 8)dy,
J 0

0<5<c, 0</o<c-3.

Then /30(x) £ Î , and by Theorem 5

(7.3) j8,(st) á «(1, h + 8).

Moreover, by Corollary 6

/» oo [*(* - y,t) - k(x + y, t)][kiy)]-ldß,iy).
o
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Hence

/I  00

[*(* - y, t) - k(x + y, l)][hiy)]-Hßtiy).
o

Inequality (7.3) shows that /3a(x) is uniformly bounded in x and 8 (in a neigh-

borhood of 5 = 0), so that we may apply the Helly and Helly-Bray theorems,

Widder [1941 ; 26-32], in the usual way to obtain

/» oo
[kix - y,t) - kix + y, t)][h(y)]-Hß(y).

o

Here/3(y)£î and 0^ß(y) ¿«(1, to) for Oáy<oo.

Now set

aiy) = -   f    [hiy)]~idßiy).
J x

Then aiy) is nondecreasing. Applying Lemma 7, we have

(7.4)        u(x, t) = -f 0(0+) +  f   [k(x - y,t) - k(x + y, t)]da(y),
b J o+

a =  lim   [k(x — y, t) — k(x + y, t)]/y = xk(x, t)/l,

b =   lim  h(y)/y = k(l, to)/to.
1Í-0+

If p is defined as ß(0 + )/b, which is clearly non-negative, equation (7.4) is

the desired equation (7.1). The convergence of the integral (7.2) follows from

B, Lemma 7.

8. Properties of a second integral transform. We consider now the trans-

form

(8.1)   Fix, t) =   f   —— kix, I - y)daiy) = -«2 f   *,(*, t - y)da{y).
J o I — y Jo

We show first that ^(x, t)EH.

Theorem 8. If aiy) is of bounded variation in OSy^c, and if Fix, t) is

the function (8.1), then Fix, t)EH in 0<x<»,0<i<c.

For, kxix, 0 EH in that region. The formal differentiation of the integral

(8.1) needed to prove the theorem is certainly valid since only proper inte-

grals are involved.

Theorem 9. // a(y) is of bounded variation in O^y^c and if

(8.2) F(x, 0 = - 2 f   kx(x, t - y)a(y)dy,
Jo
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then when ix, t)—>(0, to) with 0<x, 0<t^t0,

limF(x, 0 = ct(to-), 0 < lo = c.

Observe first that the theorem is true if a(y) = 1, since

2    c°°
lim- I e~v*dv = 1,      (x, 0 -> (0, to), 0 < to-

Tll2J x/(Hit) 1/2

Hence we need only show that

(8.3) lim   f   kx(x, t - y)[ct(y) - a(t0-)]dy = 0.
J o

Given e>0, we determine 8 so that when to — b^y^to

| aiy) - ot(io-) | < e,

and write the integral (8.3) as the sum of two others, Ii and It, corresponding

respectively to the intervals of integration (0, to— 8), (/0 — 5, 0- Then when the

point (x, 0, x>0, 0<t?¡c, is within a distance S of the point (0, to), we have

| h\ < — « I       kx(x, t — y)dy
»  <0-ä

(8.4)
ex      g x e~^liy

< - -dy = e.
(4t)1'2 J, y3'2

If M is an upper bound for | a(y) \ onOSy^c,

u>~i Mcx

(8.5)
/»  10—0

*.(*, t - y)dy <
o (47r)1'2(/ - to + 8Y<2

Inequalities (8.4) and (8.5) taken together establish the limit (8.3).

Corollary 9. If a(y) is continuous at t0, 0<to^c, then

lim Fix, t) = a(lo)

when (x, 0—K0, to) with0<x, 0<t^c.

For, now, |a(y)— a(t0)\ <e when \y— i0| <S and inequality (8.4) holds

also if t>to and (x, t) is within a distance 5 of (0, to).

Theorem 9 serves to invert the integral (8.2). If the transform is in the

Stieltjes form (8.1) another inversion formula is required. It is contained in

Theorem 10. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 8

/> to
Fix, y)dy = a(t0-) - «(0), 0 < l0 ^ c.

o
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For,

(8.6)

/► ta /* ta /* v

F(x, y)dy = — 2 j      dy I     kx(x, y — z)da(z)
o J o J 0

f  tu /»   Í0

= — 2 \     dct(z) j      ^(x, y — z)dy.

The change in the order of integration is valid since the integral

tQ—z     g—Xliv

/"° I                                 I                       X g'
kx(x, y — z) \ dy =-I

,    '             y        "   J       (A*)1'2 Jo „3/2

defines a continuous function of z for O^z^/o- Integration b}7 parts in (8.6)

gives

/i ta p to
kx(x, to — z)a(z)dz + 2a(0)  I      kx(x, y)dy.

o J o

By Theorem 9, this tends to a(t0 — )— a(0) as x—>0 + , and the theorem is

proved.

Corollary 10. ^4 function F(x, t) cannot have two essentially distinct repre-

sentations in the form (8.1).

For if ai(y) and a2(y) were two normalized functions of bounded variation

having the same transform (8.1) equal to F(x, t), we should have for the

difference ax(y) —at(y) =o:(y)

/kzix, I - y)daiy) = 0,      0<x<»,0</<
o

By Theorem 10, aiiy — ) =a¡(y — ). Since both functions are normalized, they

are identical.

9. Representation of positive temperature functions vanishing on the

x-axis. We treat next a problem like that of §7, the boundary condition

w(0, 0=0 being here replaced by m(x, 0)=0.

Theorem 11. The conditions

1. u(x,t)EH, ^0, 0<x<», 0<t<c,

2. lim m(x, 0 =0 as (x, 0-K^o, 0+), 0<x0< »,

are necessary and sufficient that

(9.1) «(*, 0 = - 2 I     kxix, I - y)daiy),
Jo

where a(y) £ Î in 0 ̂ y <c.

By Theorem 8 it is clear that the representation (9.1) implies Condition 1
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[ — kx(x, y)>0 when x>0]. From the elementary inequality

(9.2) x3e-*2 < 1, 0 g x < »,

we obtain

A   g '
(9.3) u(x, 0 á — I    da(y), 0 < x < », 0 < t <C,

x2 J0

for a suitable constant A. From this inequality, Condition 2 is evident, and

the necessity of the conditions is proved.

To prove that the conditions are sufficient, set

Fix, t) - 2 f   *,(*, / - y)u(8, y)dy, 0 < 8,
J o

v(x, t) = w(x + 8, t) - Fix, t).

Observe first that Fix, t) tends to zero as x—>» uniformly on any interval

Og/ga, a<c. For, by (9.2)

0 g / g a.
o

a r
0 ^ Fix, Oá-       «(5, y)dy,

x2 J0

By Theorem 9, vix, t)—>0 as (x, /)—>(0 + , ¿o). 0</0<c. Since

/' ' x^ — jfe(x, y)dy,
o'Ty

we see that Fix, t)-*0 as (x, /)—*(#o, 0 + ), 0<x0< ». For, the integral (9.4)

is less than 1 and its coefficient tends to zero as t—»0+ by Hypothesis 2. We

have thus shown that vix, t) approaches zero as (x, 0 approaches the x-axis or

the /-axis. By Hypothesis 1 it can be made greater than an arbitrary negative

number — e on the segment x = R,0^t^a<cby choosing R sufficiently large.

Now apply Theorem A to the function vix, t)+e on the rectangle OgxgT?,

O^S/^ö and conclude that

(9.5) Fix, t) á «(* + 8, /), 0 < x < », 0 < / < c.

Then since the function m(x+ó\ /) — Fix, t) satisfies all the conditions of Theo-

rem 6, we see that

(9.6) w(x + 5, /) = Fix, /).

Now choose an arbitrary positive number a <c and set

ßiit) = - 2 f   *,(1, a - y)ui8, y)dy, 0 =" t$ a.
J o

Then ßiit)E Î and 0^j8|(0 g «(!+«, a) by (9.5). By (9.6)
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/' ' kxix, t - y)
—-t #«(?)•

o   kx(l, a — y)

Since ßbiy) is bounded by any number larger than «(1, a) uniformly in 8,

0 ^ 5 g So, we may apply the Helly and Helly-Bray theorems to obtain

/' ' kxix, I — y)—- dßsiy)
o   kJl, a — y)a->o+ Jo   kxil, a — y)

- ' kxix, t - y)
dßiy),

J oo   kx(l, a — y)

where

j3(y)£î  in0^y^aand0^ß(y)^u(l,a).

If we set

J_ f '        #(y)
2 •/ o    ^i(1i i — y)

equation (9.7) becomes

(9.8) u(x, /) = - 2 I     ¿*(x, / - y)daiy), 0 < x < », 0 < / < ».
J o

Since kxil, a — y) is negative, a(/) is nondecreasing. Although a(/) appears to

depend on the choice of the constant a, it does not really do so [both

kxil, a — y) and ßiy) depend on a], as one sees by use of Corollary 10. Since

the constant a was arbitrary, the representation (9.8) is valid for 0<t<c,

and the proof is complete.

10. Temperature functions positive in a quadrant. We are finally in a

position to attack the main problem of this paper, the representation of

functions of class H which are non-negative in a quadrant or in a half strip.

Theorem 12. The conditions

1. m(x, t)EH, 0<x<», 0</<c,

2. «(x, 0=0, 0<x< », 0</<c,

are necessary and sufficient that

«(*, 0=f   [*(* - y> 0 - *(* + y. 0]da(y) - 2 f   *,(*, / - y)dßiy),
J o+ Jo

the improper integral converging in 0 <x < », 0 </ < », a(y) £ | ¿w 0 <y < »,

ßiy)Et in0^y<c.

Note that aiy) may vary between — » and + » but that ßiy) is bounded

below, 0g|8(y)<».
The necessity of the conditions is immediate from Theorems 7 and 11.
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For the sufficiency set

/I 00

[k(x - y, t) - k(x + y, t)]uiy, 8)dy.
o

We can no longer conclude as in Corollary 6 that

vtix, t) =uix, t + 8)

since Hypothesis 3 of that corollary is now missing. But by Theorem 5 we still

have

(10.1) viix, t) ¿ uix, t + 8), 0<x<»,0</<c-5.

That is, the function

wj(x, 0 = uix, t + 8) — vsix, t)

is non-negative in the region (10.1). Moreover,

ws(x, /)—>0 as (x, /)—Kxo, 0 + )

by Conclusion C, Theorem 3. That is, w¡(x, t) satisfies the conditions of

Theorem 11, so that by (9.7)

»•(*' 0 =   f   , ',*' l ~ *   dbt(y),        0 á h(y) :g w,(l, a) g «(1, a + 8).
Jo   kx(l, a — y)

Hence

uix, t + 8) =   f   [*(* - y,t) - k(x + y, f)][hiy)]-ldat
Jo

(y)

/' ' kx(x, t — y)T7T-idbsiy)'
o   kx(l, a — y)

where h(y) is the function (6.1) and

a»(x) =   I     h(y)u(y, 8)dy ^ u(l, to + 8).
J o

The inequality holds by (10.1). We now apply the Helly and Helly-Bray

theorems simultaneously to the uniformly (in ô) bounded sets of functions

at(y) and b¡(y) to obtain   ■

u(x, t) =   f    [*(* - y, I) - k(x + y, t)][h(y)]-lda(y)
J o

o   kx(l, a — y)

where a(y) and b(y) are bounded nondecreasing functions.
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Now proceed as in the proofs of Theorems 7 and 11, obtaining

/%  00

u(x, I) = pxt-lk(x, 0+1     [k(x — y,t) - k(x + y, l)]da(y)

■2) °+(

- 2 f   *„(*, / - y)dß*(y),
J o

where £ = 0, a(y)E Î in 0 <y < » , ß*(y)E Î in 0^y<c. Finally we may in-

clude the first term on the right of (10.2) in the second integral if we write

ß(y) = ß*(y) + p, o<y<c,

/8(0) = 0*(O).

Then (10.2) becomes the desired conclusion of the theorem.
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